Blue Sky Technologies

Light Millennium
Blue Sky Technologies are proud to
present the Light Millennium , the
pinnacle of sliding door automation.
High quality materials and innovative
technological solutions are combined
with the simplicity of installation, use
and maintenance to provide the perfect
service for your needs. The light
weight materials mean that the price
remains competitive whilst still being
robust
and ready
for any
heavy
duty passageway.

Lightweight and
discreet

Automated Sliding
Doors
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Sliding door automation made simple
•Basic functions selector

The Light Millennium provides power,
safety and
reliability
encased in an
attractive
aluminium
housing only
10cm high.
The Light
Millennium
provides the
most
comprehensive
range of features that could be
required in an automatic door
operator. The robust construction
and precise microprocessor
technology make this sliding operator
the premier choice for automatic
sliding door solutions.
Heavy duty for busy
doorways

Function is achieved by designing into this elegant
profile suite the very latest components, ensuring
the longevity of this solution.

•Power battery system
•Break-away doors system

A polyamide track, with reinforced nylon tandem
rollers, has a precision adjustment mechanism
which means that the same components can be
used on all sizes of doors. This also serves to
ensure long-term ease of maintenance as well as
allowing for fabrication, profile and track
tolerances. This is borne out by the testing in wet
and sandy conditions of over 200,000 open/close
cycles.

•Electric locking system
•Tamper-proof key for night closing
•Microwave radar
•Passive and/or active infrared sensor
•Single or double field safety photocell
•Push button

The strength of the system is proven through the
capability to carry 180kg of weight per roller. For
applications where safety is a concern, door
restrictors can be fitted to the door at increments
to suit the application.

The versatility of the Light Millennium
integrates beautifully with today’s
modern building designs, linking
effortlessly with access control, fire
alarms and control systems.
Heavy duty steel brackets, reinforced
toothed belt and a high quality
extruded housing make this operator
suitable for heavy and high usage
door sets.

•Advanced functions selector with
LCD display (password lock system)

•Brackets for toughened glass doors
•Floor guides
•Electronic key for access control
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